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Death, though a sad part of life, is inevitable and it is this fact that compels every one of us to visit a
store that offers funeral caskets for sale. Be it for oneself or for a loved one, a casket is that last gift
that can be offered to a departed person.

Types of funeral caskets

In every funeral ceremony, the one thing that stands out the most is the casket. Taking into
consideration factors like cost and looks a casket is chosen. It can be any of the following types.

Hardwood: The name hardwood implies the wood of a leaf bearing tree, not the hardness of the
wood. It could be the wood of an oak, birch, maple, mahogany, walnut, cedar, or elm tree. Each
hardwood casket is handcrafted and finished with either wood gloss or paint. Since every wood type
has a different appearance the casket has a unique look making it one of the most expensive types.

Metal: These can either be copper, bronze, or steel caskets. Bronze and copper have greater
longevity than steel and are on the costlier side. Steel is relatively more affordable depending upon
the gauge of the steel used. Though metallic in nature these caskets can be painted in various hues
and shades.

Cloth covered: Cloth covered caskets are often made of a base material like fiberboard and pressed
wood. The exterior is covered with cloth of a desired color and material.

Veneer: Veneer caskets are cheaper than hardwood and metal but slightly higher-priced than the
cloth covered ones. They give the casket a more pleasing look and are often chosen over the cloth
covered caskets.

Eco-friendly: The choice of eco-friendly materials has expanded into the funeral casket zone too.
Biodegradable materials like bamboo are used which biodegrade at a faster rate. These caskets are
very inexpensive as compared to the other types available.

Customized caskets: As the name suggests these caskets are made under special supervision with
the clientâ€™s choice of material, size, and other personal requirements. Like any other customized
product these are pricey and chosen by those for whom price is not a factor.

The basic requirement of a casket is to provide a â€˜houseâ€™ for the deceased to move into a different
world. The types of funeral caskets for sale give a chance to express oneâ€™s feelings for our dear
ones and help select the best available.
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From among all the types of a funeral caskets for sale each one of us gets a variety to choose from
depending upon personal requirements and affordability. Please visit the specified link to know more
about a steel caskets.
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